What if.....

...you could have the characteristics of a **different animal**?

1. What animal would you choose?
*You can use the back of this paper to draw it!*

2. What characteristics would you like to have and why?

   ➔ Shape of hands or feet (paws/wings/fins/tentacles, etc.)...

   ➔ Shape of mouth & nose (snout/beak, etc.)...

   ➔ Ability to move (gallop/fly/swim/slither/dig, etc.)...

   ➔ Where/how would you sleep?....

   ➔ What you would eat (or not eat)....

   ➔ How you would communicate (howl/sing/grunt/hiss, etc.)....

   ➔ What are you covered with? (hair/scales/feathers, etc.)....

   ➔ What do you like about being this animal?....

   ➔ What don’t you like about being this animal?....

   ➔ How else would you be different from being a human?